LEQ’Á:MEL DEVELOPMENT
LIMITED PARTNERSHIP UPDATE
The work of the Leq’á:mel Development Limited Partnership Board and CEO is progressing with steady progress being
made recently at the Tim Horton’s, Esso Convenience Store and Fuel Sales, and Cardlock. We are planning to invite
the community to a much anticipated and long awaited grand opening event at the new facility soon and will inform
Members as soon as a final date is selected. We expect that the Esso will open to the public in the next few weeks and
Cigarette sales will be offered in the Convenience store just as they have been at the Administrative Building. The Store
will also offer many of your favorite snacks and supplies.
A feature for the travelling public is the retail area for artisans and Leq’á:mel produced and sponsored merchandise. If
you drive by the building later next week you will see the large double-sided pylon sign being erected in preparation for
opening! Just as planned by the community the
Leq’á:mel Development Limited Partnership offices
will be located above the Esso, we look forward to
showing off the space once we are open.
Tim Horton’s is eager to get rolling on site to serve
up your favorite beverages, donuts, wraps and
other goodies. The NEW Timmy’s is one of the first
in Canada with the new tile and colors palate.
These new businesses have taken longer to
construct than expected but the people of
Leq’á:mel should be very proud what you have
accomplished in this major project. This venture is
a leading-edge development that will attract other
anchor businesses to Nicomen Island, Deroche and
Leq’á:mel Territory.
If you or someone you know is interested in
working at the new Esso Station, please forward your resume to jobs@leqamel.ca or drop them off at the Leq’á:mel
Administration Office C/O Ron Smith and Esso.
LDLP has partnered with LFN, WorkBC Agassiz and Win Resources Inc. to host the “Work into Spring Career and
Opportunities Fair” to be held at the Leq’á:mel Administrative Offices early in March we are excited by growing list of
employers and educational training providers. We will inform you of the date through Social Media and in the February
New Letter. If you have suggestions of who we should invite, please email me and I will connect with that employer for
you and invite them to the event. We look forward to seeing you there for the food, refreshments but also the great
opportunities!
The LDLP is working closely with the General Manager, staff, Chief Thompson and the Council every day to explore
other exciting employment opportunities, new income and new business to your Nation.
As you know, the LDLP is responsible for a wide range of economic development activities including Farm Holdings,
Esso and Tim Horton’s, Mobile Home Parks, Leq’á:mel Leased Lands and storage compounds, Leq’á:mel Forestry and
Nicomen Aggregates.
Ron Smith
CEO,
Leq’á:mel Development Limited Partnership
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LANDS UPDATES
February 11th, 2019 from 5-7pm, we
will be hosting part 2 of our law
presentations. This will be in our
gymnasium. So please join us for
light snacks, refreshments and a
chance to win a gift. We appreciate
the interest from the members, as it’s
important to understand the laws that
have been reviewed by our Family
Advisory and forwarded for approval
by our leadership. The laws
developed through our Land Code
do apply to all on reserve. We have
also uploaded them to our website
for easy access. You will find this at
www.leqamel.ca and if you click the
Laws & Enforcement tab you will find
them listed under here.

The laws will be implemented as we
are able and as many First Nation
communities, we struggle with the
capacity. This is in human resource
and financially. Lands Advisory
Board have come to an agreement
with Qwi:qwelstom. They will be
conducting a pilot project on Land
Code Enforcement. There will be a
one day presentation on this
February 20, 2019 at Sto:lo
Government House. This will give
the 2 parties opportunity to explore
dispute resolution options for the
local Land Code First Nations.
Watch for updates following this
session.

Led’á:mel Laws 101– Part 2 February 11, 2019 5pm-7pm
Éy swayel Leq’á:mel!
Li chexw we ey o?
Hello to our families, friends
and people of Leq’á:mel!
We in the Lands
Department sincerely hope
that everyone had a
wonderful time during the
holidays!
For any Land inquiries, you
can contact:
Barb Leggat barb@leqamel.ca
or

Community Quality/Safety
Leq'á:mel Lands Office would like to re-iterate the need to be vigilante in our immediate
neighborhoods. We recently had a very serious incident that impacted some of our families.
It was a relief to know that there was no loss of life or injuries in this particular situation.
Despite that, people were witness to what occurred and hopefully were able to access victim
services to try and process the days events. It not only impacted individuals, but family pets
and caused displacement from homes. This has also deeply affected an individual and the
home he resided in.
When the outcomes affects so many, it makes you think what more could have been done to
prevent. It resulted in a standoff of which emergency personnel were dispatched. The
incident was nearly 12 hours and the individuals were quickly vacated from their homes.
There was a perimeter set up and measures taken to have the individuals give themselves
up. There was smoke bombs, tear gas and concussion grenades utilized throughout the
time frame and water was shut off to the street.

Bonnie Leggat landsclerk@leqamel.ca

The individuals family was able to speak to the couple and they did in the end turning
themselves over to the authorities. Hope they get the help they need and thoughts with the
young member whose life was impacted that day.

41290 Lougheed Highway
604-289-2002

This is an extreme example but very close to home for some, of why we adopt laws that are
intended to make our community a safer place.
The Community Quality Law speaks to disturbances, use/sale of fireworks, noxious odors,
nuisances, littering, noise and trespassing.
All these subjects have had a historical impact and with reason are included in our
Community Quality Law.
If you would like a copy, please email me at barb@leqamel.ca or call 604-289-2002
Future law development will be a trespassing law (spin off from the above law) and an
allotment law.
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Live in Leq’á:mel’s trailer court but need assistance with rent or trailer repairs?

It Is There When You Need It…

Under BC Housing there are two categories of assistance for individuals and

Halq’emeylem:

Elders needing assistance with housing cost, disability modifications and repairs.

Common Name: Devil’s club

Those are:

Scientific Name: Oplopanax horridus

•
•

I was probably about ten years old when I first seen devil’s club being used. It was early in the summer and early

Safer
Home Adaptations For Independence (HAFI)

1. Shelter Aid For Elderly Renters (SAFER)
Lower income seniors renting in the private market may be eligible for a rent

qwo’:pelhp

in the day when we arrived to grandma’s home. My sister and I were excited to see our cousin, but he sat there
pouting because he had to take a bath. Grandma explained that he must bathe in medicine first before he goes

supplement through SAFER. The Shelter Aid for Elderly Renters (SAFER) program

out to play. He scratches the mosquito and flea bites too much.

helps make rents affordable for BC seniors with low to moderate incomes. SAFER

Grandma explained that she went out early that morning to gather some devil’s club for my cousin’s bath. She

provides monthly cash payments to subsidize rents for eligible BC residents who are age 60 or over and who pay rent for

had shaved the outer and inner bark into a big pot and filled it with water and brought to a boil. The tub was filled

their homes. BC Housing provides SAFER subsidies to more than 17,000 senior households renting apartments in the

to about six inches of warm water and then the pot was poured into the tub. Grandma told mom that he has to

private market, including singles, couples and people sharing a unit.
SAFER Applications and Forms are available at the band office.
2. Home Adaptations For Independence (HAFI)

soak in the tub for a bit and then wipe the body with a cloth. I remember hearing my cousin scream for a bit because it made the sores sting. The bathing in the devil’s club water help prevent infections and to help heal the
sores.
Later, in life I learned that grandma had made tea of the inner bark and I remember seeing small pieces hanging

The HAFI program provides financial assistance for home modifications for eligible low-income British Columbians with
mobility or health issues. HAFI is a grant program for people with diminished physical abilities. It helps low-income

above the door ways of grandma’s home.

households pay for modifications to their home for accessibility. Many past recipients were older adults but the funding is

You will find online that Devil’s club can be used for many ailments for either the common cold cure/prevention,

available to help people of any age and families with children. If you qualify, you could receive up to $20,000 in financial

arthritis, blood cleanser (laxative), parasitic (lice), lung tonic, and spiritual use. It can also be used to help mange

assistance

diabetes and to slow cancer down. Depending on the ailment the devil’s club can be ingested or made into an

3. General criteria

ointment. Also, depending the ailment, all parts of the plant can be used. It is best to harvest in the spring or fall
but otherwise can be harvested when ever needed. Take what you need and by this, I mean to only take a root

To be eligible, you must be a British Columbia resident with limited income and assets. You or someone in your household

from one plant or only take the first six inches of each branch. And have a few places to harvest from in-order for

must have a permanent disability or loss of ability. The adaptations you request should directly address the limitations or

the plant to have time to regenerate itself.

loss of ability.
BC Housing compares applications against three types of eligibility criteria: applicants, properties and adaptations.
Anyone interested should email Ellen Torng at generalmanager@leqamel.ca. While we can’t assist with completing
the applications, we can assist with connecting you with people that can assist you with completing the
applications.
The next application intake date will be in April 2019.
To apply you should have a copy of last year’s Tax Assessment ready to send in with your application. Those grants get
disbursed fast so get ready now for the next April 2019 intake.
For more information visit https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/family-social-supports/seniors/housing/home-improvementassistance-programs
This program is offered by BC Housing

Continue to believe and be thankful… Happy harvesting.

Client BC Hydro bills
due by the 15th of each
month.
…Nancy Wood…

said, our Housing Coordinator Christina will be booking appointments at your earliest
convenience. Christina will have come door to door to schedule appointments for those
who have not contacted the office. We are also needing all Tenants to update their

And the sky is fast asleep

phone numbers as well. Here is a list of the required documents needed at the time of

The moon comes up with half
a face

the appointment are as follows:

And the stars put holes in the
night.”



Current Criminal Record Checks for all tenants 18+ residing in the home.



Proof of insurance



Pictures of the modular / mobile home on the Lot including storage, fencing and
parked vehicle(s)



Picture ID for all Tenants 18+

Social Development &
Education
Leq'á:mel First Nation
43101 Leq'á:mel Way

The intention of our bursaries
are to provide funding that will
assist in covering costs of
tuition and/or costs directly
related to the post secondary
programs.

It is time to renew all tenancy agreements with Leq'á:mel First Nation, so with that being

“When daylight shuts her eyes

Norma George

2019 Youth Bursary
Applications

TRAILER PARK TENANTS

Social Assistance

COMMUNITY RECREATION COORDINATORS
Hi, my Name is Nadine Tereposky.

Deroche BC , V0M G0

Once you have all these documents together please contact Christina at our office

604-826-7976

(604)826-7976 to book your appointment time.

Fax: 604-826-0362

All new tenancy agreements need to be completed by March 15, 2019.

I am one of the two community recreation coordinators at Leq’á:mel First Nation. I’ve
worked for Leq’á:mel on and off as a summer student, and part time worker for quite
some time now. I started to work for Leq’á:mel when I was about 14 years old, and am
now about turning 19 in March, it’s been roughly 5 years of me working for my nation.
As a Community Recreation Coordinator my job gives me the opportunity to plan and
fulfill event nights and possible outings for my community to engage in, which is
awesome!
Here is a mini update on where we are at with programs: we have held a couple of
movie nights at the band office gym, and that is something for the community to enjoy
as a family to do at little to no cost. Were currently working on a consistent schedule
for Community Recreation events, speakers, learning and fun activities.
A big part of doing this position is getting feedback and input from the community to
make sure the program suits the communities needs and interests. We’re asking that
if you and your family are interested in taking part in any community recreation events
or activities to please contact us, and let us know what you would like to see in future
Programs and Activities.
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BACK PAGE STORY HEADLINE

I will also add that by contacting me you are ensuring that I know you would like to be
included.
This story can fit 175-225 words.

I look forward to seeing what our group will turn out to be!

If your newsletter is folded and mailed, this story will appear on the back. So, it’s a good idea to make it easy to read at a glance.
A question and answer session is a good way to quickly capture the attention of readers. You can either compile questions that you’ve received since the last edition or you can summarize some generic questions that are frequently asked about
your organization.

You can contact me through Email, or by calling the Leq'á:mel Health Building

A listing of names and titles of managers in your organization is a good way to give your newsletter a personal touch. If your organization is small, you may want to list the names of all employees.

Email: nadine@leqamel.ca

If you have any prices of standard products or services, you can include a listing of those here. You may want to refer your readers to any other forms of communication that you’ve created for your organization.

LFN Health Building: (604) 287-0011

You can also use this space to remind readers to mark their calendars for a regular event, such as a breakfast meeting for vendors every third Tuesday of the month, or a biannual charity auction.
If space is available, this is a good place to insert a clip art image or some other graphic.

Hi, my name is Jordan Thompson
I’ve been working at Leq'á:mel First Nation as a community recreation coordinator for
the last few months alongside Nadine.
In order to get the information for upcoming events, such as the movie nights we’ve
been hosting, I would appreciate if those who are interested in participating in our
events could email me their preferred form advertisement. We are willing to either
send out flyers, emails, or posts over Facebook, if you have any other ideas you’d like
to see in the future you can contact me with those as well. Thank you (:

YOUR LOGO HERE

Email: jordan@leqamel.ca
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The Howard Legacy Youth
Fund was established with a
donation from Peggy Howard
in 2012, and is made available
to applicants who are current
or former youth in care.
AFABC Youth Bursary was
established in 2014, with
funding from the Adoptive
Families Association of BC,
and accepts applications from
youth who have joined their
family by legal adoption.
Applications
2019 Applications Are Now
Open!

Community Recreational
Programs
Please join us in these events
in February, in the Leq’á:mel
Gymnasium with light snacks
and drinks will be provided.
Please keep in mind that
these events are not youth
only based, they are for the
community!
We do ask that anyone under
the age of 10 has someone
who is at least 13 years old to
supervise them during the
event.
February 5, 2019
4:00 PM to 6:30 PM
Community Recreational Craft
Night
February 7, 2019
4:00 PM to 6:30 PM
Community Recreational
Sports Night
February 21, 2019
4:00 PM to 7:00 PM
Community Recreation Movie
Night In

Residential Schools Programs

FEBRUARY IS HEART HEALTH MONTH
A time for us all to think about how our everyday choices
contribute to heart health and general wellbeing.
Heart disease affects more than 1.4 million Canadians,
which is why reducing risk through healthy habits is so
important. Making choices like eating well, being physically
active, and avoiding tobacco are within our control to
reduce the risk of chronic diseases.
During Heart Health month, and every day of the year, I
encourage you all to take steps to adopt a heart-healthy
way of life.
What are heart diseases and conditions?
Heart diseases and blood circulation conditions affect
blood flow through the body, which include the heart and
blood vessels to the:
brain
kidneys
other parts of your body

lungs

Heart diseases and conditions are the second leading
cause of death among Canadians. They are caused by a
combination of factors, including:
family history
lifestyle behaviors, which includes:
poor diet

smoking

drug abuse

physical inactivity
excessive alcohol use
the environment, which includes factors such as air
pollution
Risk factors, symptoms and heart diseases
Risk factors and heart conditions include:
diabetes

high blood pressure

high cholesterol
These conditions can lead to:
heart attack
atrial fibrillation (irregular heartbeat)
heart failure

angina (chest pain)

Types of heart disease include:
those caused by restricted blood flow in coronary
arteries, such as coronary artery disease
stroke

·peripheral vascular disease

·heart failure
·other types of heart disease, including:
cardiomyopathy

rheumatic heart disease

congenital heart disease

What is the Residential Schools Program?
The Indian Residential Schools Resolution Health Support Program provides mental health and emotional supports to eligible
former Indian Residential School students and their families. The support is offered before, during and after their participation
in Settlement Agreement processes and includes:

Coronary artery disease
Coronary artery disease is the most common type of heart
disease in Canada and other industrialized countries.
Coronary arteries supply blood to the heart.

• Common Experience Payments,

Peripheral vascular disease
The term peripheral vascular refers to blood vessels that
are far from the heart. This disease affects your blood
circulation, but it is mainly in the legs. Patients usually
complain of pain in their calves, especially when walking.

• Truth and Reconciliation Commission events and Commemoration activities.
Why is this Important?
Indian Residential Schools did tremendous harm to First Nations in Canada. Helping people heal from the damage is critically
important for individuals, families, communities and Nations. The consequences of the abuse suffered in these schools
continues to affect First Nations through an intergenerational effect – essentially, the harm caused to students affects families
and communities over generations.

High blood pressure may be the cause of this disease, but
it can also be caused by:
stress

injury or infection

smoking

high cholesterol

The schools, created by the federal government, were operated by churches for more than 100 years. They caused serious
harm to children, communities and Nations through forced assimilation and abuse (physical, mental and sexual). Children
were forcibly removed from communities by the RCMP. At school children were punished for speaking their language, even
when it was the only language they knew. Mortality rates were between 40-60% in the schools' early years.

Heart failure
Heart failure happens when the heart cannot pump blood
as well as it should. As a result, the rest of the body does
not receive enough blood. This can happen because of
damage to the heart muscle from:
a heart attack

Making the Residential School Program yours.
The program's aim is to ensure that eligible former students of residential schools, and their families, have access to
appropriate and safe mental health, emotional and cultural support. Services are offered, using a holistic approach, by a
Cultural Support Worker or a Residential School Health Support Worker. Please call toll free 1-877-477-0775.
Cultural Support
Cultural supports are provided by local First Nations organizations, which coordinate the services of Elders and/or traditional
healers. Support assists students and their families to safely address issues related to residential schools as well as with
disclosure of abuse during the Settlement Agreement process. Services are based on individual needs and include dialogue,
ceremonies, prayers and traditional healing.

too much alcohol

high blood pressure
heart muscle disease
Patients with heart failure usually have shortness of breath
and swollen legs.

Emotional Support
Services are provided by local First Nations organizations to help students and families address issues related to the schools
and with disclosure of abuse during the Settlement Agreement process. An Aboriginal mental health worker will listen, talk and
guide former students and family members through all phases of the Settlement Agreement process.

Cardiomyopathy
Cardiomyopathy is a disease of the heart muscle. Over
time, the heart gets weaker and is less able to:
pump blood through the body

Professional Counselling
Professional counsellors are psychologists and social workers who are registered with the First Nations Health Authority and
have experience working with Aboriginal people. A professional counsellor will listen, talk and assist former students to find
ways of healing from residential school experiences.

maintain a normal rhythm
Rheumatic heart disease
Rheumatic heart disease begins with a bacterial infection
during childhood called Rheumatic fever. It affects joints
and heart valves. The heart problems appear many years
later. The type of treatment will vary depending on the type
of damage to the heart.

For professional counselling, please call toll free 1-877-477-0775 to request a counsellor.
Transportation
Assistance with transportation costs is provided to access professional counselling services. Guidelines around transportation
can be found in the FNHA Health Benefits travel policies. Learn more by calling toll free 1-877-477-0775.

Congenital heart disease
Some heart-related issues are considered congenital, such
as atrial fibrillation. This means that you were born with the
condition or disease. The issue can be as simple as a
small hole in the inside walls of the heart. But it can also
be complex, affecting the way blood flows through the
heart and lungs.
Some of these problems result in death if they are not
immediately corrected through surgery. Other problems
can cause disability and require that you have surgery
later in life. Sometimes, you need many operations to fix
the problem.

• The Independent Assessment Process,

What to Expect in the Future
The program will continue in much the same way as it did before transfer. While some programs may undergo changes in the
short term, the majority of FNHA programs will remain in place while First Nations leaders continue to provide advice and
guidance on programs and policies.
For More information or to learn more about the Residential
Schools program please contact:
Virginia Toulouse
604-693-3258 or Virginia.Toulouse@fnha.ca
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Specialist Mental Wellness Program
FNHA Indian Residential Schools information line:
1-877-477-0775

Note: The information and material here
may trigger unpleasant feelings or
thoughts of past abuse. Please contact
the 24 Hour Residential School Crisis
Line at 1-866-925-4419 if you require
emotional support.

Optometrist
See an optometrist right in your own
community.
Now available at the Leq’á:mel
Health Building, everyone is
welcome. We are now booking for
March 1, 2019
Benefits can be directly.
What is needed for an appointment:
•

Full name

•

Care card

•

Status (if applicable)

•

Address

•

Benefits number (if applicable)

To book an appointment please call
Nicole at (604) 287-0011 or drop in.

LEQ’Á:MEL HEALTH BUILDING
Riverstone
Riverstone offers addiction help/harm
reduction. As well as: Intake and
assessment, psychological educational
groups, case management,
collaborative treatment and relapse
prevention support and referrals.
Naloxone training is also available.

Please contact the health building when
Riverstone will be in the community
next. (604) 287-0011
If you or someone you know is at risk,
get a kit. Naloxone kits are available at
the health building. We are a caring,
compassionate, non-judgment facility.

Riverstone also offers a home/mobile
detox program for individuals whose
substance use does not require
admission to an in-patient withdrawal
management program.
Riverstone is a great resource for
individuals who have or know of
someone who may use drugs.
They are generally at the health
building every other Friday.

Naloxone Can Save You

WHAT IS ACUPUNCTURE?

Baby time is great opportunity to
connect with other moms and
have any questions answered
that you may have about your

How safe is acupuncture?

as well as a infant development

Acupuncture is extremely safe. It is an all-natural, drug-free therapy, yielding no
negative side effects, just feelings of relaxation and well-being. There is little danger
of infection from acupuncture from needles because they are sterile, used once and
then discarded. (Acupuncture Media Works, 2016)

worker. A fun craft or activity is

Next acupuncture clinic: Feb.5th 2019. Call the Health Center to book: (604)287-0011

child’s development. During
baby time, a nurse is available

also planned, and there are light

snacks and refreshments
served. Baby-time is typically
held on the first Tuesday of each
month.
Next baby-time: February 5th
2019. We hope to see you there!
Held: At the Leq’á:mel Health
Center.
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Acupuncture is an effective form of health care that has evolved into a complete
and holistic medical system. Practitioners of acupuncture and Chinese medicine
have used this noninvasive medical system to diagnose and help millions of people
get well and stay healthy. An acupuncturist will place fine, sterile needles at
specific acupoints on the body. This activates the body’s Qi (pronounced “Chee”)
and promotes natural healing by enhancing recuperative power, immunity and
physical and emotional health. It can also improve overall function and well-being.
It is a safe, painless and effective way to treat a wide variety of medical problems.
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PATIENT TRAVEL
Patient Travel is available for on-reserve , status individuals, to assist with access
to medically required health services that cannot be obtained on the reserve or in
the community of residence. Patient travel funds are to help cover the cost of
transportation to these appointments. Patient travel is available to everyone,
regardless of income. Doctor visits, dentist and emergency visits are examples of
appointments covered.
To find out more information about patient travel, have a look at the First Nations
Health Authority website under ‘medical transportation.’
http://www.fnha.ca/benefits/medical-transportation.
Call the Health Center for more information and/or for patient travel forms.
604-287-0011.

CAREER & EMPLOYMENT FAIR
Thursday, March 14, 2019
10:30 AM – 5:30 PM
Leq’á:mel Gym

WHAT CAN I EXPECT TO FIND AT THE LEQ’Á:MEL
CAREER AND EMPLOYMENT FAIR?
Individuals attending the event can expect to find

DO I HAVE TO REGISTER FOR THE EVENT IN
ADVANCE?
There is no advance registration. Individuals can register at
our registration desk on the day of the event. Individuals can
also register at the event for employment opportunities that
come up in the local area over next several months.
IS THERE A FEE TO ATTEND?
No, there is no registration fee to attend the event
IS THE EVENT OPEN TO ALL RESIDENTS?

Federal, &Provincial Recruitment Agencies

Yes, the event is open to all residents residing between
Agassiz and Mission.

Employers from the Construction and Forestry Sectors

Men and Women

Training Opportunities

Youth

Career Assessments Intake Workers

Persons with Disabilities

Information on Natural Resources

Aboriginal and Non-Aboriginal people

Information on Ocean Protection

COME JOIN US FOR A FULL DAY OF INFORMATION

Government of Canada is working in partnership with First Nation communities
to address these concerns.
BORDER-CROSSING ISSUES FOR FIRST NATIONS
December 12, 2018 – Ottawa, ON – Crown-Indigenous
Relations and Northern Affairs Canada
Border-crossing issues represent a longstanding set of
concerns for First Nations, dating back to the creation of
the Canada-United States (US) border in the late 18th
century.
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Acting on recent reports from a Minister’s Special
Representative and the Standing Senate Committee on
Aboriginal Peoples, the Government of Canada is working
in partnership with First Nation communities to address
these concerns. In doing so, the Government recognizes
that the border can present challenges to the mobility,
traditional practices, and economic opportunities of First
Nations people and pose obstacles to their family and
cultural ties to Native American communities in the United
States.
Today, the Honorable Carolyn Bennett, Minister of CrownIndigenous Relations, and the Honorable Ralph Goodale,
Minister of Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness,
announced they will be implementing the following
measures to address Canada-United States bordercrossing issues for First Nations. These measures include:
•

The addition of a machine-readable zone to the
Secure Certificate of Indian Status (SCIS) card will
help simplify the border crossing process for First

Nations individuals using the SCIS as a piece of
identification at land and sea ports of entry between
Canada and the United-States.
•

The recruitment by the Canada Border Services
Agency (CBSA) of more Indigenous border services
officers;

•

Enhanced training on Indigenous cultures for CBSA
staff; and

•

Strengthened outreach and cooperation by the CBSA
with concerned First Nation communities along the
Canada-United States border.

In addition to the above measures, the Government of
Canada is making a commitment to a longer-term process
with concerned First Nations, Inuit and Métis communities
to discuss potential solutions to a number of more
complex border-crossing issues.
The implementation of these measures draws on the
proposals contained in the 2017 Report on First Nations
Border Crossing Issues by Minister’s Special
Representative Fred Caron.
Mr. Caron’s report was the result of an eight-month
process involving 21 engagement sessions with
representatives from more than 100 First Nations and First
Nation organizations across Canada.
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